Oath Of Vengeance Vigilante Book 2
ROYAL MARINE, Stirling Hunt, has nothing left to live for and everything to kill for after he discovers that the man behind the deaths of
his parents is still out there, linked to organised crime and the Russian state, and causing untold misery to the people he traffics in for
money. 'BLOOD FEUD is a story of betrayal, vengeance and intrigue, of secrets and lies, and of power and control'. Powerful, pulsepounding, and so well-written--rarely do you read a debut novel this good. A thrilling, page-turning debut about one man's quest to bring
a terrorist to justice--and it's winner take all--in this Top-10 Amazon Best Seller. Praise for Blood Feud: "The first pages of this book - the
Amazon sample pages - are so tense and well written you know you will read all of it." James Easton, author of Snow Rush ★★★★★
"Superb!! A real page-turner of a novel, the action is relentless. I couldn't put it down." Paul Lintern, Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★
"Stewart Clyde's military experience shines through in his writing and his style. This action thriller is hard to put down. It never pauses for a
second and always leaves you wanting more." - Amazon Reviewer ★★★★★ *** BACKCOVER: A BETRAYAL Stirling Hunt is a war
hero with a unique and special set of skills, but when he is injured in battle, he is tossed aside. Discarded by the Regiment, he has no hope
left ... until he discovers the truth about what happened to his parents. He agrees to use his lethal skills one last time, but does he have it in
him? A DIAMOND Driven by his need for justice, Stirling carries out the mission he has prepared for his whole life: revenge. He is owed a
debt, and he intends to collect. He goes deep undercover to infiltrate a criminal cartel and its depraved leader with links to global terrorism,
and the Russian state. AN OATH OF VENGEANCE The covert operation takes him from arms smuggling in the Congo, to an
underground boxing club in Angola, and the dismantling of a terror cell in the ancient city of Jerusalem. In a race against the clock to save
his friend, recover a diamond and kill his enemy, Stirling is thrust into a dangerous game between a ruthless criminal cartel, and
international intelligence agency. As Stirling hunts his prey, will he be able keep his promise and overcome his demons? THE HUNT IS
ON If you like Ian Fleming, David Baldacci, Stephen Leather, Mark Dawson, Chris Ryan, Lee Child, Brad Thor, Wilbur Smith, Jack Carr,
Frederick Forsyth, or Vince Flynn, you will love this thriller from Stewart Clyde. *** In Blood Feud, the cast of characters are rich and
textured. Stirling Hunt shows all the hallmarks of a hard hitting anti-hero. Hard as a diamond, but with a wry sense of humour and an
unbending loyalty to his friends, doing whatever it takes to bring criminals to justice. A new hero for our troubled times. *** STEWART
CLYDE is a Top-100 Amazon Best Selling author and a brilliant new voice in the thriller genre, and he writes authentically and with
authority. Blood Feud is written in a taut, clear and crisp style that moves at race pace. Find out more and sign up for new releases and free
stuff at: stewartclydeauthor.com/connect
The fate of a kingdom lies with one girl.
Andrea Tolliver-a genetically designed human from the Singularity-has finally earned a spot in the Imperial Marines. If she makes it
through training, she'll earn citizenship.If not-well, best not to think about that.With ruthless enemies willing to do anything to stop her,
she'll need all the help she can get to survive. Even with friends working from the shadows to keep her safe, will that be enough to keep her
alive?
“You will not sleep until you are finished with AGENT ZERO. A superb job creating a set of characters who are fully developed and very
much enjoyable. The description of the action scenes transport us into a reality that is almost like sitting in a movie theater with surround
sound and 3D (it would make an incredible Hollywood movie). I can hardly wait for the sequel.” --Roberto Mattos, Books and Movie
Reviews In FILE ZERO (Book #5), Agent Zero’s memory finally comes flooding back—and with it, shocking revelations about the
CIA’s secret plot to spark a war and to take his life. Disavowed and on the run, can he stop them in time? When an incident in the Strait
of Hormuz threatens to mushroom into an all-out war, Agent Zero’s memory comes rushing back, and with it, a chance to uncover the
plot that caused his memory loss to begin with. Discredited, with few friends left, Zero is on his own as he tries to stop the CIA while also
saving his targeted family. Yet as he digs deeper, another, more nefarious, plot comes to surface, one which will require him to trust no one,
and to risk it all to save the country he loves. FILE ZERO (Book #5) is an un-putdownable espionage thriller that will keep you turning
pages late into the night. Book #6 in the AGENT ZERO series is now also available. “Thriller writing at its best.” --Midwest Book Review
(re Any Means Necessary) “One of the best thrillers I have read this year.” --Books and Movie Reviews (re Any Means Necessary) Also
available is Jack Mars’ #1 bestselling LUKE STONE THRILLER series (7 books), which begins with Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a
free download with over 800 five star reviews!
Avalon Trilogy: Castle Federation Books 1-3
File Zero (An Agent Zero Spy Thriller—Book #5)
All that is Solid Melts Into Air
Behind Enemy Lines (Book 7 of the Empire of Bones Saga) (Large Print)
The Power of Repentance and Forgiveness
Revenge Tragedy
A shackled Earth, ruled by an unstoppable tyrant An exiled son, and a one-way trip across the galaxy A perfect world, their last hope
for survival Vice Admiral Isaac Gallant is the heir apparent to the First Admiral, the dictator of the Confederacy of Humanity.
Unwilling to let his mother’s tyranny stand, he joins the rebellion and leads his ships into war against the might of his own nation.
Betrayal and failure, however, see Isaac Gallant and his allies captured. Rather than execute her only son, the First Admiral instead
decides to exile them, flinging four million dissidents and rebels through a one-shot wormhole to the other end of the galaxy. There,
Isaac finds himself forced to keep order and peace as they seek out a new home without becoming the very dictator he fought
against—and when that new home turns out to be too perfect to be true, he and his fellow exiles must decide how hard they are
prepared to fight for paradise…against the very people who built it.
A pirate attack with only one survivor A conspiracy woven across the planets A vengeance that will not be denied When pirates seize
the inter-planetary freighter owned by Brad Mantruso's family, he is dumped into space. Saved from death by a passing Fleet ship, he
is left with nothing but his skills, a gun, and a burning desire for vengeance. Acquiring a ship, he reinvents himself as the mercenary
Captain Brad Madrid. Before he can pursue his enemies, however, he finds himself dragged into an unexpected conflict when his
ship's history draws new enemies to him. Beset by pirates, slavers, and a woman who might be his savior-but definitely is a spy-it
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will take all of his skill, cunning, and new friends to claim his revenge!
Enjoy this great comic from DC’s digital archive!
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from John Birmingham's Angels of Vengeance. The world changed forever when a
massive wave of energy slammed into North America and wiped out 99 percent of the population. As the United States lay in ruins,
chaos erupted across the globe. Now, while a skeleton American government tries to reconstruct the nation, swarms of pirates and
foreign militias plunder the lawless wasteland where even the president is fair prey. In New York City, armies of heavily armed
predators hold sway—and hold off a struggling U.S. military. In Texas, a rogue general bent on secession leads a brutal campaign
against immigrants. And in England, a U.S. special ops agent enters a shadow war against a deadly enemy who has made the fight
personal. While the president ponders a blitz attack on America’s once greatest city, the forces of order and anarchy wage all-out war
for postapocalyptic dominance—and a handful of survivors must decide how far to go to salvage whatever uncertain future awaits . . .
after America.
Franken-Castle
Ashen Stars
Revenge School
Book 7 of the Empire of Bones Saga
The Butcher's Boy
Mountain Meadow Massacre 9/11/1857
The highly anticipated sequel to the Monsters in the Dark series. 6 SPELLBINDING ~ TITILLATING ~ SENSUAL STARS!!!--Lady Vigilante,
Goodreads Reviewer 6 STARS- Best book/Best Series of 2013--Hook Me Up Book Blog “All my life, I battled with the knowledge I was twisted…
screwed up to want something so deliciously dark—wrong on so many levels. But then slave fifty-eight entered my world. Hissing, fighting, with a core of
iron, she showed me an existence where two wrongs do make a right." Tess is Q’s completely. Q is Tess’s irrevocably. But now, they must learn the
boundaries of their unconventional relationship, while Tess seeks vengeance on the men who sold her. Q made a blood-oath to deliver their corpses at
Tess’s feet, and that’s just what he’ll do. He may be a monster, but he’s Tess’s monster.
In this gripping new thriller, with unmatched suspense and emotional insight, Wright explores what a man is willing to do when everything he ever loved
has been taken from him. _____________________________ "Best book ever. I could not put it down!" - Maryellen Geiger
_____________________________ Former FBI rising star, Lawson Raines, isn't the man he used to be. He's become a monster. Losing your wife, your
daughter, and spending ten years behind bars will do that to a man. Especially an innocent one. Now Lawson's life sentence has been pardoned, and the
people who conspired to put him away are desperately scrambling to bury their little secret in the Las Vegas desert once and for all. Dodging bullets while
chasing clues, Lawson races to uncover the truth behind the conspiracy against him. Along the way, friends become enemies, enemies become friends, and a
broken man realizes that his only path to redemption, is revenge. But that path is paved with powerful people--dangerous people. People that took
everything from him. And if Lawson can evade their pursuit long enough to find them, he hopes to prove that even when the odds are definitively stacked
against him, a man with nothing to lose might just be the most dangerous of them all. Jaw-dropping surprises, an edge-of-your-seat pace, characters that
leap off the page, and one man's journey so intense that When the Man Comes Around will leave your palms sweating and your heart racing until the very
last page. ___________________________________ Dear Reader, If you enjoy Brad Thor, Daniel Silva, David Baldacci, Lee Child, Tom Clancy, Stuart
Woods, Nelson DeMille, Ken Follett, Vince Flynn, James Patterson, Tim Tigner, or Clive Cussler, my fans believe you'll have a blast reading my books as
well. I realize that life can be expensive, the kids/grandkids need fed, the lights need to stay on, and the car doesn't run on hopes and dreams. I understand,
because the same goes for me. And while I can't help you with those expenses, I can offer you hours of exciting escape for the price of your morning coffee.
Thank you for your consideration, Bradley
Collects Dark Reign: The List - Punisher, Punisher #11-16, Franken-Castle #17-21, Dark Wolverine #88-89. The Punisher is dead, so who, or what, is the
giant patchwork monster skulking through the tunnels under New York? Those forgotten by society have a new protector - Franken-Castle.
"I was hooked by the end of page one and laughing out loud by the middle of page two. Finally, a new author as witty and sassy as Janet Evanovich." -Lark Susak Medium Dead is a fun urban fantasy chronicling the crime fighting adventures of Brenda - a reluctant medium - and Brian - a Vigilante Demon
with an impish sense of humour. Think Stephanie Plum with magic and a dash of Carl Hiaasen. Brenda Steele is smart, funny and out of her depth. A
Vigilante Demon called Brian wants her to find murdered spirits and help him track down their killers. But Brian doesn't just catch criminals, he likes to
play with them first, and make the punishment fit the crime. As he tells Brenda, "if all you did was turn up, capture the bad guy then leave - century after
century - you'd die of boredom." He's also reckless - his last partner died during one of his takedowns. Along the way, Brenda discovers that Brian isn't as
old, or as powerful, as he led her to believe. He might even be human. Whereas the murderer they're hunting, and the child he's holding prisoner, might
not. REVIEWS "I was hooked by the end of page one and laughing out loud by the middle of page two. Finally, a new author as witty and sassy as Janet
Evanovich." -- Lark Susak "Yes, yes, yes you will want to read Medium Dead by Chris Dolley. Yes, if you enjoy your mysteries with stumbling heroines and
heroes trying to exercise detective skills they may not actually have. Yes, if you don't mind laughing out loud as you read. And yes, if you enjoy your terror
without horror," -- Kathleen Kempa "This was a very entertaining story. I enjoyed the characters and humor. Nothing better than a good belly laugh. Can't
wait for the next installment," -- Stephanie Robert
Pure Vengeance (Sutton Capital On the Line Book 1)
Agent Zero (An Agent Zero Spy Thriller—Book #1)
The Chaos of Now
Special
Spoils of War (Book 1 of The Imperial Marines Saga)
Heart of Vengeance
Pay looked at the swollen purple bruise masking the right eye of the skittish man sitting across the table from him in the San
Francisco coffee shop. This guy's so timid, I wonder if anyone can teach him the stuff he needs to learn. "Revenge School
clients have to be seriously violated. We don't help people with little stuff. Last week a guy wanted us to kill his neighbor for
making a pass at his wife. That guy needs testosterone injections, not us. My team will help you destroy whoever beat you and
your friend, but we aren't free. Your first payment is $10k." "Ten-thousand dollars," Richard blinked. The hand stirring his Chai
Tea shook and the spoon created a wave that slopped onto the Formica table. "If we succeed we'll pay you back from the funds
we take from your enemies." "So then it costs me nothing?" "Revenge won't cost you a dime. It won't make you a dime. It will
make you a man."
Cut off from home, Princess Kelsey Bandar needs a place to hide from the vengeful Rebel Empire.The secrets she stole give
her people a fighting chance in the war that brought down the original Terran Empire. If she gets them home. If her prisoners
cooperate.Should that prove impossible, she must then convince a long-hidden people to help her. After she finds them, of
course.
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They thought they could force her to conform. They were wrong. Inside a dystopian school in the Singularity, the twelve-yearold girl known as One Twenty-Four struggles to survive. Failure to conform means death at the hands of her teacher.
Assuming her clone sisters don't kill her first. The Terran Empire has tasked Imperial Marine Lieutenant Grace Tolliver to lead
her platoon into the Singularity as a privateer. Her mission: to tear a great bloody strip off their enemies and to take anything
that isn't nailed down. The collision of this unlikely pair will change the humanity in ways that no one could predict. If they
survive. Author's Note: This novel takes place more than five centuries before the Empire of Bones series and the events
unfolding here have implications there.
The Unified General Theory of Administration melds the universal aspects of administration with related knowledge from the
allied fields of sociology and psychology into a system of administrative action. It is the natural, rational and unavoidable
instrumentality with which economic objectives and functions, in infinite combinations and variety, are implemented through
organized human endeavor.
I, the Jury
Death Wish
Batman: Shadow of the Bat (1992-) #62
Ed Greenwood Presents: Waterdeep
Quintessentially Q
Oath of Vengeance

The Dark Knight Must Choose: Justice or Vengeance Watchman by day, vigilante by night, Shadowbane's world is
turned upside down when he runs across a powerful wizard--in the form of a confused, hunted girl who finds herself at
the heart of a fell plot. When his friends start dying and the girl is kidnapped, Shadowbane must choose between the
darkness and the light in his heart: to avenge the deaths of his friends, or to let the villain live to face--and possibly
escape--justice. Downshadow is thrilling tale of vigilante justice set in the classic City of Splendors and presented by
Forgotten Realms(R) campaign setting creator and celebrated author Ed Greenwood. You don't want to miss out on this
exciting glimpse into what the latest edition of the Realms has to offer.
Lucas Davenport and Virgil Flowers are up against a powerful vigilante group with an eye on vengeance in this stunning
new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author. “We’re going to murder people who need to be murdered.”
So begins a press release from a mysterious group known only as “The Five,” shortly after a vicious predator is
murdered in San Francisco. The Five is made up of vigilante killers who are very bored…and very rich. They target the
worst of society—rapists, murderers, and thieves—and then use their unlimited resources to offset the damage done by
those who they’ve killed, donating untraceable Bitcoin to charities and victims via the dark net. The Five soon become
popular figures in the media …though their motives may not be entirely pure. After The Five strike again in the Twin Cities,
Virgil Flowers and Lucas Davenport are sent in to investigate. And they soon have their hands full--the killings are smart
and carefully choreographed, and with no apparent direct connection to the victims, the killers are virtually untraceable.
But if anyone can destroy this group, it will be the dynamic team of Davenport and Flowers.
The Edgar Award–winning novel by the “master of nail-biting suspense”(Los Angeles Times) Thomas Perry exploded
onto the literary scene with The Butcher’s Boy. Back in print by popular demand, this spectacular debut, from a writer of
“infernal ingenuity” (The New York Times Book Review), includes a new Introduction by bestselling author Michael
Connelly. Murder has always been easy for the Butcher’s Boy—it’s what he was raised to do. But when he kills the
senior senator from Colorado and arrives in Las Vegas to pick up his fee, he learns that he has become a liability to his
shadowy employers. His actions attract the attention of police specialists who watch the world of organized crime, but
though everyone knows that something big is going on, only Elizabeth Waring, a bright young analyst in the Justice
Department, works her way closer to the truth, and to the frightening man behind it. Praise for The Butcher’s Boy “A
stunning debut . . . a brilliantly plotted thriller.”—The Washington Post “A shrewdly planned and executed thriller.”—The
New York Times Book Review “Thomas Perry has hit the mark.”—Houston Chronicle “Totally enthralling.”—The New
Yorker
ROGUE MAGE TURNED INTERPLANETARY ENVOY Three years ago, as Ship’s Mage of the starship Blue Jay,
Damien Montgomery was pursued to the edge of human space by both the agents and enemies of the Mage-King of
Mars — before being brought in from the cold. Now, trained in new skills by the Mage-King himself, Damien has been sent
to the planet Ardennes alongside Alaura Stealey, Hand of the King. A rebel movement there has destroyed cities fighting
a Governor seemingly lost to corruption. But not all on Ardennes is as it seems. As allies becomes enemies and an entire
world comes apart in chaos around him, Damien will find both his skills and integrity tested to the utter limit.
Batman and the Rise of Nerd Culture
Administration - Unraveled
Simone de Beauvoir and the Politics of Ambiguity
After America
Righteous Prey
Hand of Mars
"Since his debut in Detective Comics #27, Batman has been many things: a two-fisted detective; a planet-hopping gadabout; a
campy Pop Art sensation; a pointy-eared master spy; and a grim ninja of the urban night. Yet, despite these endless
transformations, he remains one of our most revered cultural icons. [In this book, Weldon provides a] look at the cultural history of
Batman and his fandom"--Amazon.com.
From the author of Butter comes an emotional coming-of-age novel about teen coder who gets roped into a dangerous hack,
perfect for fans of John Corey Whaley and Adam Silvera. Eli is coasting through high school, spending most of his time writing
code. Each day is as boring as the next--until he receives a cryptic message in binary code, leading him to Seth and Mouse.
They're seeking a third member for a prestigious hacking competition, after their teammate and friend Jordan committed suicide
last year. Intrigued by the challenge, Eli agrees. But soon it becomes clear that Seth and Mouse are after more than winning a
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competition--they're seeking revenge for the abuse that caused Jordan's suicide. Eli is in way over his head, but he's also hiding a
dangerous secret that could lead to even more trouble if he isn't careful. In a story about the shift of power from those who rule at
school to those who rule online, the difference between bully and victim is blurred and Eli--whose coding skilled have taught him to
make order out of chaos--will find the real world is much harder to control.
In this thoughtful book Schimmel guides readers through the meanings of justice, forgiveness, repentance, and reconciliation. In
doing so, he probes to the core of the human encounter with evil, drawing on religious traditions, psychology, philosophy, and the
personal experiences of both perpetrators and of victims.
A mercenary with a secret past A pirate leader with a secret mission A clash that will shake planets Mercenary Captain Brad
Madrid has spent years building the resources to go after the man who murdered his family. His new career has benefits--but also
duties and responsibilities he cannot lightly brush aside. A new mission brings him once again into conflict with the Terror,
however, and as friends and lovers alike perish around him, he realizes that responsibility and vengeance align. Neither the man
he was nor the man he is can suffer the Terror to live. Aided by allies across the planets and a familiar shadowy spy, Brad will hunt
his enemy across the Solar System, chasing down a final confrontation that will shake the foundations of humanity...and fulfil his
Oath of Vengeance.
Ultimate Intrigue
Imperial Recruit (Book 2 of the Imperial Marines Saga)
Blood Feud
Revealing a Unified General Theory
Downshadow
Medium Dead
In the wake of a chilling attack, an ordinary man decides to take revenge When his wife and daughter are attacked in their home, Paul
Benjamin is enjoying a three-martini lunch. A professional man, soft around the middle, Paul lives happily isolated from the rougher side of
New York City. As he nurses his gin headache, a call comes from his son-in-law asking him to come to the hospital. In a few hours, his world
will collapse around him. As Paul slurped down his lunchtime gin, drug addicts broke into his cozy Upper West Side apartment. For a handful
of money, they savagely beat Paul’s wife and daughter, leaving his wife dead and his daughter comatose. After his shock wears off, and
Paul realizes the police department is helpless, his thoughts turn to revenge—not just for him, but for every decent family broken by the dark
forces of society.
The first novel in Mickey Spillane's classic detective series starring hard-boiled private eye Mike Hammer. I, the Jury is a double-strength shot
of sex, violence, and action that is vintage Spillane all the way. It's a tough-guy mystery to please even the most bloodthirsty of fans.
Revenge has long been a central theme in Western culture. From Homer to Nietzsche, from St. Paul to Sylvia Plath, major writers have been
fascinated by its emotional intensity and by the questions it raises about the nature of justice, violence, sexuality, and death. John Kerrigan
employs both wide-ranging historical analysis and subtle attention to individual texts to explore the culture of vengeance in several languages
and genres. Thus, he shows how evolving attitudes to retribution have shaped and reconstituted tragedy in the West and elucidates the
remarkable capacity of this ancient theme to generate innovative works of art. Although this book is a literary study, it makes use of
anthropology, social theory, and moral philosophy. As a result, it will be of interest to students in a variety of disciplines, as well as to the
general reader.
After a controversial shooting ends Raymond Saddler's LAPD career, he accepts a sheriff's position in the small town of Quinsett, believing
that the isolated and sedate town will be the ideal place to rebuild his shattered life. Instead, he discovers a long-harbored secret, a dormant
evil and an adversary, who may well be history's greatest villain...or most tortured and aggrieved victim. As Quinsett is plunged into a
complex and savage nightmare of violence and death, Saddler quickly gleans that the facade of small town Americana is a shallow illusion.
Though fifty years dead, the specter of Jeniah Lightcrusher continues to haunt the isolated town. The victim of a vigilante murder, the
purported witch vowed vengeance against the offspring of those who took her life. As Saddler grapples with the mounting carnage, he begins
to discern a pattern that suggests this oath of vengeance is not simply the stuff of urban myth, but a festering blood debt woven into the
tapestry of the town. Haunted by the demons of his own inadequacy and confronted by an evil that defies logic, Raymond Saddler is unaware
that the one he loves and trusts the most has ushered him into the Circle of the Witch.
Bound by Blood
Exile
Cage of Deceit
Wounds Not Healed by Time
Reign of Secrets
Time to Hunt
A sharp sword and a powerful spell are not the answer to every problem an adventurer is bound to face. Ultimate Intrigue, the latest
hardcover rules reference for the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, arms players with every bit of charm, grace, innuendo, and insult necessary
to defeat even the most difficult social encounters. This expansive 256-page hardcover book delves into the shadowy world of intrigue, giving
both players and GMs alike plenty of rules to add to their game. Engage in social combat, dueling with words instead of steel. Participate in a
heist, working as a team to steal a valuable object or vital piece of information. Curry favor with the local churches, guilds, and royals with a
complete influence system. Give your character an edge in social situations with a wide variety of new archetypes, feats, spells, and gear!
Ultimate Intrigue also introduces a new Pathfinder RPG class: the vigilante. Influential socialite by day, avenging warrior by night, the vigilante
is ready for anything, but he must take care to ensure that no one learns about his secret life! Ultimate Intrigue includes: The vigilante, a new
character class that lives two lives, one as a respected member of the community, another as a crusader willing to do anything to get the job
done. Character options for every class that relies on skills to win the day, including the alchemist, bard, druid, hunter, inquisitor, investigator,
mesmerist, ranger, rogue, slayer, spiritualist, and more! A complete system of influence, giving the GM a new way to reward players for
helping out an organization or community. Rules for social combat and verbal dueling, using words as weapons to accomplish goals and
defeat foes. Dozens of feats and spells that can be used in a social setting, some to spy with and some to hide the truth. and much, much
more! "
The experience of modernization -- the dizzying social changes that swept millions of people into the capitalist world -- and modernism in art,
literature and architecture are brilliantly integrated in this account.
“Stephen Hunter is in a class by himself. Time to Hunt is as vivid and haunting as a moving target in the crosshairs of a sniper
scope.”—Nelson Demille, author of Mayday He is the most dangerous man alive. He only wants to live in peace with his family, and forget the
war that nearly killed him. . . . It's not going to happen. Stephen Hunter's epic national bestsellers, Point of Impact and Black Light, introduced
millions of readers to Bob Lee Swagger, called “Bob the Nailer,” a heroic but flawed Vietnam War veteran forced twice to use his skills as a
master sniper to defend his life and his honor. Now, in his grandest, most intensely thrilling adventure yet, Bob the Nailer must face his
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deadliest foe from Vietnam—and his own demons—to save his wife and daughter. During the latter days of the Vietnam War, deep in-country, a
young idealistic Marine named Donny Fenn was cut down by a sniper's bullet as he set out on patrol with Swagger, who himself received a
grievous wound. Years later Swagger married Donny's widow, Julie, and together they raise their daughter, Nikki, on a ranch in the isolated
Sawtooth Mountains in Idaho. Although he struggles with the painful legacy of Vietnam, Swagger's greatest wish—to leave his violent past
behind and live quietly with his family—seems to have come true. Then one idyllic day, a man, a woman, and a girl set out from the ranch on
horseback. High on a ridge above a mountain pass, a thousand yards distant, a calm, cold-eyed shooter, one of the world's greatest
marksmen, peers through a telescopic sight at the three approaching figures. Out of his tortured past, a mortal enemy has once again found
Bob the Nailer. Time to Hunt proves anew why so many consider Stephen Hunter to be our best living thriller writer. With a plot that sweeps
from the killing fields of Vietnam to the corridors of power in Washington to the shadowy plots of the new world order, Hunter delivers all the
complex, stay-up-all-night action his fans demand in a masterful tale of family heartbreak and international intrigue—and shows why, for Bob
Lee Swagger, it's once again time to hunt. Praise for Time to Hunt “Stephen Hunter is simply the best writer of action fiction in the world and
Time to Hunt proves it.”—Phillip Margolin, author of The Burning Man “The best straight-up thriller writer at work today.”—Rocky Mountain
News
The series that started it all! A riveting and explosive novel, The Kill Clause is a brilliantly inventive tour de force by a powerful new master of
suspense. Tim Rackley is a dangerous man of honor, a deputy U.S. marshal who is very good at his job—until everything he believes in is
shattered by the brutal murder of his own daughter. Betrayed by an imperfect judicial system, Rackley watches helplessly as the killer walks
free on a legal technicality. Devastated, furious, and burning with a righteous need for vengeance, he is suddenly forced to explore his own
deadly options—a quest that leads him into a shadowy no-man's-land between justice and the law . . . and into the welcoming fold of "the
Commission." A vigilante group made up of people like him—relentless streetwise operators who have each lost a loved one to violent
crime—the Commission confronts the failings of a system that sets predators loose to hunt again, cleaning up society's "mistakes" covertly,
efficiently, and permanently. But as he is dragged deeper into a deadly morass of hidden agendas and murderous justice, Tim Rackley
discovers that playing God is an excruciating and fearsome task. When his new secret life starts coming unwound at an alarming speed, he is
suddenly caught in the most terrifying struggle he has ever faced—a desperate battle to save his marriage, his career, his life, his soul . . . and
everything left that's worth fighting for.
Film Review
A Gripping Crime Thriller
Circle of the Witch
Punisher
The Caped Crusade
The Experience of Modernity
Simone de Beauvoir and the Politics of Ambiguity is the first full-length study of Beauvoir's political thinking. Best known as the author of The
Second Sex, Beauvoir also wrote an array of other political and philosophical texts that together, constitute an original contribution to political
theory and philosophy. Sonia Kruks here locates Beauvoir in her own intellectual and political context and demonstrates her continuing
significance. Beauvoir still speaks, in a unique voice, to many pressing questions concerning politics: the values and dangers of liberal
humanism; how oppressed groups become complicit in their own oppression; how social identities are perpetuated; the limits to rationalism;
and the place of emotions, such as the desire for revenge, in politics. In discussing such matters Kruks puts Beauvoir's ideas into
conversation with those of many contemporary thinkers, including feminist and race theorists, as well as with historical figures in the liberal,
Hegelian, and Marxist traditions. Beauvoir's political thinking emerges from her fundamental insights into the ambiguity of human existence.
Combining phenomenological descriptions with structural analyses, she focuses on the tensions of human action as both free and
constrained. To be human is to be a paradoxical being, at once capable of free choice and yet, because embodied, vulnerable to injury from
others. Politics is thus a domain of complexly interwoven, multiple, human interactions that is rife with ambiguity, and where freedom and
violence too often closely intertwine. Beauvoir accordingly argues that failure is a necessary part of political action. However, she also insists
that, while acknowledging this, we should assume responsibility for the outcomes of what we do.
“You will not sleep until you are finished with AGENT ZERO. The author did a superb job creating a set of characters who are fully developed
and very much enjoyable. The description of the action scenes transport us into a reality that is almost like sitting in a movie theater with
surround sound and 3D (it would make an incredible Hollywood movie). I can hardly wait for the sequel.” --Roberto Mattos, Books and Movie
Reviews In this much-anticipated debut of an epic spy thriller series by #1 bestseller Jack Mars, readers are taken on an action thriller across
Europe as presumed-CIA operative Kent Steele, hunted by terrorists, by the CIA, and by his own identity, must solve the mystery of who is
after him, of the terrorists’ pending target—and of the beautiful woman he keeps seeing in his mind. Kent Steele, 38, a brilliant professor of
European History at Columbia University, lives a quiet life in a New York suburb with his two teenage daughters. All that changes when late
one night he gets a knock on his door and is abducted by three terrorists—and finds himself flown across the ocean to be interrogated in a
basement in Paris. They are convinced that Kent is the most lethal spy the CIA has ever known. He is convinced they have the wrong man.
Do they? With a conspiracy around him, adversaries as smart as he is, and an assassin on his tail, the wild game of cat and mouse leads
Kent on a perilous road—one that may lead back to Langley—and to a shocking discovery of his own identity. AGENT ZERO is an espionage
thriller that will keep you turning pages late into the night. Book #2--TARGET ZERO--is also available! “One of the best thrillers I have read
this year.” --Books and Movie Reviews (re Any Means Necessary ) Also available is Jack Mars’ #1 bestselling LUKE STONE THRILLER
series (7 books), which begins with Any Means Necessary (Book #1), a free download with over 800 five star reviews!
A bygone legend with a washed-up crew A crack team gathered for one last tour A cold war that has simmered to its final hour When the
Castle Federation deployed the first starfighters, they revolutionized war and drove the Terran Commonwealth from their space. The first of
the carriers for those deadly strike craft was Avalon, a legend that turned the tide of a dozen battles. That was decades ago. Now Avalon is
obsolete, a backwater posting—but still a legend to the Federation and her allies and enemies alike. Wing Commander Kyle Roberts and a
cadre of officers are sent aboard the old carrier to take her on a final tour along the frontier. Aboard, Roberts finds outdated fighters, broken
pilots…and key subordinates who just might be traitors. He and the others will get Avalon ready for war once more regardless. Show tour or
not, the old enemy has been seen near the border and no matter what, when the call comes, Avalon will answer! This box set includes Space
Carrier Avalon, Stellar Fox, and Battle Group Avalon.
A cop with an axe to grind. An FBI agent with attitude. Will their immediate attraction turn their vigilante case cold? Police Detective Cal Rylan
swore an oath to protect the innocent. So when a sniper shoots his witness dead and clips his partner in the crossfire, Cal's sense of justice
goes into overdrive. After he's teamed up with a brilliant, beautiful FBI agent, he vows to not let his new partner suffer the same fate. Eve
Sands has endured her fair share of setbacks, including the leering eye of her boss at the FBI. But after losing her key witness, she knows it's
time to take matters into her own hands. With false leads and body bags piling up, Eve can't help but find comfort in her new partner and the
potential spark of passion under fire. With the city of New Haven in the crosshairs, can Cal and Eve turn the heat up on the investigation
before the killer orders their execution? Pure Vengeance is the first book in the Sutton Capital On the Line series of romantic suspense
novels. If you like tense action, surprising twists, and sizzling chemistry, then you'll love New York Times bestselling author Lori Ryan's
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thrilling tale.
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game
Aeschylus to Armageddon
Includes Space Carrier Avalon, Stellar Fox, and Battle Group Avalon
The Kill Clause
When the Man Comes Around
Vigilante Duology

The President is dead. The outer colonies are in revolt. One man will make himself Emperor. The Commonwealth must
stop him...or fall.
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